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With little skill, surprisingly few ingredients, and even the most unsophisticated of ice-cream
makers, you can make the scrumptious ice creams that have made Ben & Jerry's an American
legend.Ben & Jerry's Homemade Ice Cream & Dessert Book tells fans the story behind the
company and the two men who built it-from their first meeting in 7th-grade gym class (they were
already the two widest kids on the field) to their "graduation" from a $5.00 ice-cream-making
correspondence course to their first ice-cream shop in a renovated gas station.But the best part
comes next. Dastardly Mash, featuring nuts, raisins, and hunks of chocolate. The celebrated
Heath Bar Crunch. New York Super Fudge Chunk. Oreo Mint. In addition to Ben & Jerry's 11
greatest hits, here are recipes for ice creams made with fresh fruit, with chocolate, with candies
and cookies, and recipes for sorbets, sundaes, and baked goods. The 90-plus authentic recipes
are spiced with Lyn Severance's bright, quirky, full-color illustrations.

From the Back CoverMORE CHUNKS LESS BUNKDespite a philosophical disagreement over
chunk size-Ben prefers them large and occasional while Jerry favors frequent, somewhat
smaller ones-together Ben and Jerry are good friends who make great ice cream.Now they
share all the recipes and techniques that have been made them nationwide heroes. Specially
adapted to make at home, there are 90 recipes in all, including sorbets, summer slushes, giant
sundaes and other ice-cream concoctions. All you have to do is remember Ben & Jerry's two
rules of ice-cream making:RULE #1You don't have to be a pro to make incredibly delicious ice
cream.RULE #2There's no such thing as an unredeemingly bad batch of homemade ice
cream.NEW FLAVORS TO TRY:Orange Cream DreamChocolate Chip Cookie DoughHoney
Apple Raisin WalnutPeanut Butter Fudge SwirlChocolate Superfudge BrownieFLAVORS YOU
KNOW AND LOVE:Heath Bar CrunchDastardly MashFresh Georgia PeachOreo MintBEN &
JERRY REVEAL:How to break Heath Bars into the perfect bite-size chunks.How to add chunks
so they don't sink to the bottom.Why you must eat honey-flavored ice cream in one
sitting.BioBen Cohen has been a Pinkerton Guard, a garbage man, and a short-order cook. He
began seriously testing ice-cream flavors at the age of five.Jerry Greenfield has worked as a lab
technician. He is glad he was not admitted to medical school.Nancy Stevens is a magazine and
newspaper writer who has been published in the Saturday Review, the New York Times, the
Village Voice, and Working Woman.About the AuthorJerry Greenfield has worked as a lab
technician. He is glad he was not admitted to medical school.Nancy Stevens is a magazine and
newspaper writer who has been published in the Saturday Review, the New York Times, the
Village Voice, and Working Woman.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Ben's ChocolateBen's Chocolate Ice Cream is about as rich as they come. The pinch
of salt helps to bring out the chocolate flavor.4 ounces unsweetened chocolate1 cup milk2 large



eggs1 cup sugar1 cup heavy or whipping cream1 teaspoon vanilla extract1 pinch salt1. Melt the
unsweetened chocolate in the top of a double boiler over hot, not boiling, water. Gradually whisk
in the milk and heat, stirring constantly, until smooth. Remove from the heat and let cool.2. Whisk
the eggs in a mixing bowl until light and fluffy, 1 to 2 minutes. Whisk in the sugar, a little at a time,
then continue whisking until completely blended, about 1 minute more. Add the cream, vanilla,
and salt and whisk to blend.3. Pour the chocolate mixture into the cream mixture and blend.
Cover and refrigerate until cold, about 1 to 3 hours, depending on your refrigerator.4. Transfer
the mixture to an ice cream maker and freeze according to the manufacturer's
instructions.Makes 1 quart.Read more
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MM-California, “Simple recipes and EXCELLENT ice cream. I bought this book back in the
1980s when it was first printed. It's so dog-eared and has food spills on it from years of use, I
decided to buy a fresh copy. Homemade ice cream, for me, used to be a complex, time-
consuming endeavor before this book. Ben and Jerry share their recipes and ice cream tips,
which are absolutely simple to make. No cooking required. But let's address the raw egg issue
and how I solved it.I read several comments about the raw eggs called for in the recipes. Since
the 1980s I always made this ice cream with raw eggs and no illnesses. Maybe I'm just more
paranoid as I get older, but I didn't want to use raw eggs this time. But I didn't want to leave the
eggs out, as I think they are essential to the consistency of the ice cream. And I didn't want the
hassle of cooking the recipe. My solution was using pasteurized shell eggs.I read some reviews
here and elsewhere and found that you can purchase pasteurized shell eggs. A company called
Davidson's makes them. They're not easy to find in the Bay Area where I live, but there was one
store (Bristol Farms) that sold them in San Francisco. I bought a dozen there.Also, I read another
comment in which the person called Ben and Jerry's and was told that they could use Egg
Beaters in place of raw eggs. I've never used Egg Beaters for anything, but have seen them in
my grocery store. They are eggs that have been cracked and pasteurized and put into a little
carton. I couldn't find any "plain" Egg Beaters in my grocery store that didn't have seasoning in
them, so I went with the Davidson's pasteurized shell eggs. They come in a container just like
regular shell eggs. They ARE regular shell eggs, but they've gone through some process to
eliminate bacteria that could make you sick. When you crack them, they are raw, but they are
okay to eat raw. Davidson's has a web site ([...]) which will reassure you.With this raw egg issue
out of the way, I want to say that this is the perfect ice cream book, especially if you're a fan of
Ben and Jerry's and you like homemade ice cream.By the way, they have three basic sweet
cream recipes. Two of those don't even require eggs; and many recipes incorporate the sweet
cream base, such as Strawberry, Peanut Butter, Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, etc., and you
can choose which sweet cream base to use. I like the sweet cream base that uses the raw eggs,
but that's my personal preference. However, I just made the sweet cream base with the
condensed sweetened milk, and it was quite good.This book could use an update to include the
flavors that were created over the last 20 years. But with some imagination, you can adapt some
of them to match. For example, Chunky Monkey was not formulated when this book was written,
but there is recipe for Banana ice cream. I made the banana ice cream and added 1/2 cup
walnuts and 1/2 cup chocolate chunks. Ta-da! It is almost identical to Chunky Monkey.They also
have some flavors that we might not have seen in the store, such as Maple Grape Nuts,
Strawberry Coconut, Banana Peanut Butter, Beer Sorbet, Oreo Mint Cookie using chocolate ice
cream, and a lot of others. They also have three recipes for chocolate ice cream: Ben's
Chocolate, Jerry's Chocolate, and Light Chocolate.The simplicity of the recipes are what make
this such a great book. Milk, cream, eggs, sugar and whatever other specific flavor ingredients



needed. Mix 'em up and pour into the ice cream maker. A couple of recipes require you to chill
the cream mix for a little while (Ben's Chocolate, for example), but most of them are mix the
ingredients, pour into the ice cream maker, and 20-30 minutes later you've got your ice
cream.These recipes are darn good. This gourmet ice cream is rich and tastes like a real
professional made it.One note: They say to add your chunks (Heath Bars, cookies, chips, etc.)
about 2 minutes before the ice cream is done. My ice cream maker 
  
Cuisinart ICE-20 Automatic 1-1/2-Quart Ice-Cream Maker, White

  
  
doesn't like the big chunks--larger than a chocolate chip, so I add them after the ice cream
finishes. The ice cream is usually still soft enough to use a big plastic spoon and stir in the
chunks before putting into the containers, which I also bought from Amazon 
  
Plain White Pint Size Frozen Dessert Containers

  
  
.This is a user-friendly book, which is entertaining and has silly illustrations. But the recipes
are no-nonsense as far as working exactly as expected. Some of my favorite recipes are Oreo
Mint Cookie (using either vanilla or chocolate ice cream--and I use Newman's Oreo-like
cookies), Banana, Strawberry, Orange Cream Dream, Ben's Chocolate with almonds, Peanut
Butter, Vanilla Malt and Butter Pecan, to name a few. I have not tried the Coconut yet, nor have I
tried the sorbets. I also experimented with using some Girl Scout Cookies--breaking up the
Peanut Butter sandwich cookies and putting them in sweet cream. Yum.Get yourself some
pasteurized eggs (if you are concerned about raw eggs), and have fun making ice cream.



Someone mentioned that this book, along with an ice cream maker would make a good gift. I
agree. Good stuff!!”

GraphitePaddle, “Buy this book for the Sweet Cream base recipe. Bought this book over 3 years
ago, when I got my Cuisinart electric ice cream maker. Learning to make the Sweet Cream base
was critical, as well as how much fruit to add for flavors such Blackberry, Blueberry, and
Strawberry.Don't care about the exotic flavors, and their recipe for Banana is wrong: Add the
banana very early, not late in the process ... doesn't mix, so you end up w. sweet cream ice
cream, scattered w. banana sorbet.Consider this a must-buy, if you just learning to make ice
cream.  And the sweet cream base recipe is purrfection.”

Scott S., “If you love Ben & Jerry's then you'll love this book.. People are already trying to steal
this book from me. I've seen some complaints about not having instructions on how to cook the
base. Obviously, they don't cook it so raw eggs, perhaps pasteurized so safe. Simple solution.
Do a search on how to temper eggs.  To those people, stop whining.”

Forest S, “New addition to my ice cream and gelato book collection !. This is the American way
of making ice cream! Lots of fat and sugar added!Its a different way of making ice cream!”

Babs, “Great book for beginners and experienced ice cream makers. Ignore the bad reviews as
they don't know what they are talking about. I have been making ice cream at home for over a
year now and didn't really understand some things until I read this book. True, they don't have
you cook the eggs, but if the eggs are pasteurized you don't have to cook them (you CAN still
cook the milk, cream and tempered eggs to 170° and you'll be fine, if that's what you want to
do). I've made their French vanilla and it was incredible! The book is very easy to understand
for the beginner (like me) and even experienced ice cream makers in my fb group love the
recipes, too. The book even gives an ice cream base that's "no churn" for those without a
machine.  Don't hesitate to buy this book.... You will be glad you did!”

Hambone, “I can't believe this exists. So good and so accessible.. When I bought an ice-cream
maker I set a low bar for myself: I might be able to make something worth eating after a few
months. After bombing out with a couple of recipes from the machine user guide and failing to
accurately deconstruct B&J recipes from the grocery store, I couldn't believe my eyes when I
saw this book. I also couldn't believe that the recipes accurately recreate much of what B&J sells
at the store. Some of the recipes are even better than the store bought versions which have a lot
of added preservative ingredients. The Oreo Mint and Chocolate Covered Almonds Mocha
stand out and are probably better than any ice-cream you can buy at the grocery store. You can
easily simulate and improve on B&J's more recent thin mint ice-cream with the mint recipe and
kroger's fudge enrobed cookies.On the other hand, this only covers B&J recipes into the 1980s.
So if you want to simulate something later like Chunky Monkey, you will have improvise from the



banana ice-cream recipe. I tried it and it wasn't remotely as good as the bought version.A few
recipes seem like duds to me. But you will have to try everything for yourself. I'm not going to call
them out.I prefer these recipes to the cooked style icecream in books like The Perfect Scoop,
though that is good too. B&J icecream is not cooked and I feel that makes it much fresher and
more flavorful. Since B&J uses raw eggs, I recommend you use the pasteurized eggs that come
in a carboard container. I also think you just get a smoother, lighter end product with the carton
eggs over fresh eggs.”

Juliette Turvey, “The best Ice cream recipe book out there. Wow Ben & Jerrys to meld at
homeWhat can I say!I absolutely love this ice cream Recipe book!It is by far the best one on the
market with all the amazing Ben & Jerrys ice cream flavours inside including some that you can
no longer get here in the UKEspecially my absolute favourite Cherry GarciaI was gutted when
they stopped making thatso I am delighted it’s in this book!There are also great deserts too and
sorbets,The recipes are so easy to follow and I’m not exaggerating when I say the ice cream
tastes delicious!in fact it is out of this world & the best bit is that you can make it when ever you
like!I’ve got other books but this is the only one I’ll use from now on & the only one you’ll need for
amazing home made ice cream ”

McGonagall, “Ice Cream heaven. So glad I looked at umpteen reviews for different books, so, so
pleased I chose this one. Their basic recipes are very straightforward i.e no scalding of milk and
cream or separating eggs etc. Only thing I would say on this is that if you are wary of eating raw
eggs(personally I think it's fine these days) maybe think again. The flavoured recipes (starting
with the basic recipe) are to die for and so, so easy, our problem is an expanding waistline due to
the deliciousness!”

John lichnerowicz, “Thoroughly Recommended. This is the only book you will ever need to get
the reputation of being an expert ice cream maker-I regularly get compliments for my home
made ice cream.Fascinating background on how Ben and Jerry established a global brand. the
book design is great and the text is joyous!Best of all the recipes are straight forward with no
waste and no complicated custards to cook. I use a whipping cream carton as my "one cup
measure" and the only other thing I needed to know is that a stick of butter is about 100g, for the
salted pecan ice cream.Buy his book and share the joy of making brilliant ice cream.”

J P Hargreaves, “Brilliant Ice Cream. I've had this little book now for 5 years, a never have I
regretted buying it. Yes, it does use uncooked eggs, but in the UK, that should not be a problem.
Much better than many icecream recipes, which start " take 6 egg yolks!!". Yes its written in
American weights, just Googled once and noted the English equivalent. The American ice
cream makers must be high, as my Kenwood ice cream attachment is happy with 1/2 recipe. My
Godson loved making up icecream flavours, which is so easy to do. Just made over 1l of



strawberry icecream, using some left overs. Happy days.”

Rabbit outova Hat, “I can't recommend this book enough.. This book is brilliant. It is easily the
best home-made ice cream book for those who like the legendary flavours offered by Ben &
Jerry. I bought my first copy in 1997/98. I had a friend who travelled to the U.S. regularly who use
to bring me back the American sweets and biscuits needed to make some of the ice creams,
now you can buy it all from your local supermarket. This is the fifth copy I have purchased now,
the first one was lent out and not returned, as was my next copy some years later, two others
copies were given as gifts (that were specifically requested). I use a cheap ice cream machine
and have never tried these recipes without using one, but they work really well in the machine.”

The book by Janet Chadwick has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5,953 people have provided feedback.
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